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Abstract. The Riemann problem for a two-dimensional hyperbolic system of pres-
sureless gas dynamics equations is considered here. Riemann solutions are constructed
for any piecewise-constant initial data having two discontinuity rays with the origin as
vertex. Non-classical waves (labelled as Dirac-shock waves) appear in some solutions.
The entropy conditions for the Dirac-shock waves are given. Uniqueness of Riemann
solutions containing Dirac-shock waves fails.

1. Introduction. We are concerned with a 3 x 3 two-dimensional hyperbolic system
of the form

Pt + {pu)x + {pv)y = 0,

(pu)t + [pu2)x + {puv)y = 0, (1.1)

{pv)t + (puv)x -I- (pv2)y = 0, (x,y,t) <= R2 x R+,

with initial data

{p2,u2,v2), x > 0, y > 0,

(pi,ui,i>i), otherwise, pi >0, P2 > 0.
(1.2)

(P.«>v)|t=0 = (po(x,y),u0(x,y),v0(x,y)) =

We call (1.1), (1.2) a Riemann problem.
System (1.1) is a special form of the equations of fluid dynamics. We recall that the

equations of fluid dynamics in Eulerian form with two space coordinates read

Pt + {pu)x + (pv)y = 0 (conservation of mass), (1.3)

{pu)t + {pu2 + p)x + {puv)y = 0,

(pv)t + (puv)x + (pv2 +p)y = 0 (conservation of momentum), (1.4)
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where p stands for the density and (u,v) for the velocity of the fluid [1], The density p
is nonnegative; the regions in the physical space where p = 0 are identified with vacuum
regions of the flow. As we know, a flow is formed by two kinds of effects: one is the
effect of inertia and the other is the effect of pressure difference. If we neglect the effect
of pressure difference in (1.4) (that is, the pressure p is constant), (1.3) and (1.4) are
reduced to (1.1). The system (1.1) also describes other important physical phenomena;
see [9], [10] and the references therein.

For smooth solutions, (1.1) can be written as

Ut + AUX + BUy = 0
where

U = \ u \ , ^4 = I 0 u 0 I , B =

|Ai? — pA — vB\ =

So the characteristic equation of (1.1) in the direction (p,v) is

A — pu — vv —pp —vp
0 A — pu — vv 0
0 0 A — pu - vv

= (A — pu — vv)3,

which implies that the system (1.1) has a triple eigenvalue A = pu + vv. The correspond-
ing right eigenvector of A is r = (a, v, —p)T, a being any real number, and so VA • r = 0.
Thus, the system (1.1) is nonstrictly hyperbolic and linearly degenerate in the sense
defined in [8].

In order to solve (1.1), (1.2), the corresponding one-dimensional Riemann problems
have to be considered. In [4], the author constructed the solutions of the system

Pt + {pu)x = 0,
(.pu)t + (pu2)x = 0, (1.5)

(pv)t + (puv)x = 0, (x, t) e Rx R+,

with initial data

, u f(P2,U2,V2), X > 0,(p,u,v)\ =< (1.6)
[(Pi, W1.W1), X < 0,

by employing the viscosity vanishing approach, and found that non-classical solutions
appeared for some initial data. In other words, Riemann solutions no longer belong
to locally bounded spaces L^C(R x R+), but can be viewed as bounded functions plus
weighted Dirac measures. The introduction of Dirac measures into weak solutions can be
traced back as early as in 1977 in Korchinski's thesis [6]. But this new idea did not receive
much attention. In recent years, people have justified this introduction in studying some
one-dimensional hyperbolic systems of conservation laws by applying various tools such
as the viscosity approach [5], [7], potentials and Lebesgue-Stieljtes integrals [2], [3].

In the present paper, we shall construct the solution to (1.1), (1.2). Like the one-
dimensional case [4], it is impossible to reach the uniqueness of Riemann solutions to
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(1.1), (1.2) when vacuum regions arise. The non-classical waves, which are labelled as
the Dirac-shock waves, appear in some solutions. However, there is a striking feature for
a Dirac-shock wave, on which there exist infinitely many expressions of the solution of
(1.1), (1.2). This is considerably different from what is the case for a one-dimensional
non-classical wave of (1.5), (1-6) on which the expression of the solution is unique [4].

By a weak solution to (1.1), (1-2), we mean piecewise smooth functions (p(x,y,t),
u(x,y,t),v(x,y,t)), perhaps unbounded on some planes in (x,y,t)-space, satisfying

/ / / + puipx + pvipy) dx dy dt = 0, (1.7a)
Jo J Jr2

/ / / (puipt + pu2ipx + puvtfy) dx dy dt = 0, (1.7b)
Jo J Jr2

/ / / (pvipt + puvipx + pv2ify) dxdydt = 0 (l-7c)
Jo J Jr2

for any <p(x,y,t) G Cqc(R2 x R+) and the following initial condition:

every discontinuous plane of functions (p(x,y,t),u(x,y,t),v(x,y,t)) for
small time t > 0 intersects the plane t = 0 at the origin or on the dis- (1.8)
continuous line x = 0, y > 0, or y = 0, x > 0 of the initial data.

In the following context, we shall see that only p{x,y,t) is unbounded on some planes
(called Dirac-shock waves) while u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) are always bounded on R2 x R+.
Also, p(x,y,t) can be viewed as a bounded function in L°°(R2 x R+) plus a bounded
linear functional on C£°(i?2 x R+) with the Dirac-shock waves as its supports. At this
time, there arises a concurrent problem of how to define the product of a linear bounded
functional on C^{R? x R+) by a discontinuous function. To overcome this problem, we
give

Definition 1. Let t be a bounded linear functional on Cq°(R2 x R+) with K C
R2 x R+ as its support and w(x, y, t) a discontinuous function in R2 x R+ but smooth
on K. Then we define the product wt by

(wT,ip) = (t,(w<p)\k) (1.9)

for any ip(x,y,t) G Cq°(R2 x R+). We note that the right-hand side of (1.9) makes sense
since (wip)(x,y,t) is smooth on K. Thus wt is well defined.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 gives some preliminaries while Sec. 3 con-
structs the solution to (1.1), (1.2) according to the classification of the initial data. It is
easily seen that if two states of the initial data are vacuum states, i.e., pi = P2 = 0, then
(p, u,v) = (0, u(x, y, t), v(x, y, t)) is a solution of (1.1), (1.2). Here u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t)
are arbitrary. In the following discussion, we assume that only one state of the initial
data is the vacuum state.

2. Preliminaries.
2.1. Self-similar solutions. Since (1.1) and (1.2) are invariant under the transforma-

tion x —> ax', y —> ay', t —> at', a > 0, we should seek self-similar solutions. Upon
setting £ = x/t, r] = y/t, the system (1.1) becomes

AUf: + BUV = 0, (2.1)
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where

and (1.2) changes to

(p,u,v)(Z,r)) ->

u — £ p 0
0 p(u-0 0
0 0 p(u-Oj

0 p
B = | 0 p(v - rj) 0

0 p(v - rj),

(,P2,u2,v2), 6 > 0, rj > 0 and £2 + rj2 -> oo,

(pi,ui,wi), £ < 0 and £2 + t?2 —+ oo, or £ > 0, r] < 0 (2.2)
and £2 + rj2 —> oo.

For self-similar solutions, the characteristic equation of (2.1) is

v — r) — X(u — £) —A p p
\B — \A\ ~ 0 p(v — r) — \(u — £)) 0

0 0 p(v - rj - \(u - £))

= P2(v - rj - \(u - £))3

and so (2.1) has a triple characteristic value A = (v — r))/(u — £). The corresponding right
characteristic vector is r = (a, 1, A)T, a being any real number, and thus VA • r = 0. The
characteristic curve, denoted by I\ is defined by

dri _ A _ v(£,v) -V ,n ^
« «( «,,)-«• (2'3)

At the point (^, 77), we orient the direction of T to point to (u,v).
2.2. Classical waves. Let (p,u,v)(x,y,t) G L?oc{R2 x R+) be a solution of (1.1), (1.2)

and r] = r?(£) (or equivalently y = tr/(x/t)) a discontinuity surface of (p,u,v)(x,y,t).
Then the Rankine-Hugoniot condition is

(-77 + £<r)[p] - a[pu] + [pv\ = 0,

(-7? + £a)[pu] - cr[pu2] + [puv\ = 0,

(-V + ~ cr[puv] + [pv2\ = 0,

or

-op p
Pi{vi - r) + cr(£ - m)) 0

0 Pi(vi - rj + <j(£ - Ui))
(2.4)

u] I = 0,
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where a = rj'(£) and [p] = p — pi is the jump of p across the discontinuity. By (2.4), it
follows that

Pi = 0, P ± 0, a = -—^ (or p = 0, px ^ 0, a= ——^ , (2.5)V "i-?/
or

^ n Ui - 7/ Ui - U . .P1P2 >0, a =   = . (2.6)
Wl — q U\ — U

The discontinuity given by (2.5) or (2.6) is called a contact discontinuity since the wave
speed a coincides with the characteristic value A on either side of the discontinuity.

2.3. Dirac-shock waves. Given a point P in the (£, ry)-plane, sometimes two states
cannot be connected by one or more than one contact discontinuity passing through P.
One kind of new idea was proposed that the Riemann solution should take on some
nonstandard values on the discontinuity line (classical wave) in the (£, r?)-plane in order
to satisfy the system in the sense of distributions (cf. [7], [6], [5]). Therefore, we can
say that a non-classical wave shares the same equation with a classical one. Moreover,
by the initial condition (2.2), a two-dimensional non-classical wave should agree with a
one-dimensional non-classical wave at infinity. We notice that the entropy condition is
that «2 > ui f°r the non-classical shock wave of the one-dimensional Riemann solution to
(1.5), (1.6), and the non-classical discontinuity line is computed to be r =
which satisfies the Lax entropy inequalities 112 < r < u\ (see [4]). Based on these
observations, we give

Definition 2. The straight line £ = t, a < r/ < b (or 77 = a, a < £ < b) in the
(£, ??)-plane, a, b being real numbers (perhaps a = —00, b = 00), is called a Dirac-shock
wave, denoted by 6, if such an entropy condition holds such that

u~ > u+ (or v~ > u+) (2.7)

where (p~ ,u~~ ,v~) is the left (or lower) state connected with the right (or upper) state
(p+ ,u+ ,v+) by the wave 6, and

_ _ Vp+m+ + \fp~u~ ( _ \fp+v+ + \fp~v~ \
Vp+ + \J~T \ v^+Vp" J

The entropy condition also can be described as the following: at any point of the Dirac-
shock wave 6, all characteristic lines come into this point. See Figure 2.1.

Here and below ® stands for the state (p+,u+,v+) and (+) for the point (£,77) =
(u+,v+).

2.4. Classification of the initial data. According to the initial condition (2.2), two-
dimensional discontinuities coming from infinity in the (£,77)-plane are parallel to the
£-axis or 77-axis. In other words, at infinity, a two-dimensional wave shares the same
equation with the corresponding one-dimensional one. In [4], we have constructed the
solution of (1.5), (1.6) by the viscosity vanishing approach. The main results are sum-
marized as follows.
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(i) P\P2 > 0, U\ = U2- The solution to (1.5), (1.6) is depicted in Fig. 2.2.
(ii) p\p2 > 0, u\ < U2- The solution to (1.5), (1.6) is depicted in Fig. 2.3. The vacuum

region appears where u(x,t) and v(x,t) are arbitrary.

/>■ f = T= v£+"++ VF4

r(+)

Fig. 2.1

Fig. 2.2

Fig. 2.3

(iii) pip2 > 0, u\ > U2- The solution to (1.5), (1.6) is depicted in Fig. 2.

x = Tt = VPiu\ + VP2U2 t
1/~P\ + V^P2

© non-classical
wave

Fig. 2.4
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(iv) pi = 0 < p2- The solution to (1.5), (1.6) is depicted in Fig. 2.5 for ui > «2 and
in Fig. 2.6 for U\ < U2-

x — u2t

©

Fig. 2.5

. x vacuum
state ®

Fig. 2.6

x = u2t

(v) pi > 0 = p. The solution to (1.5), (1.6) is depicted in Fig. 2.7 for ui > U2 and in
Fig 2.8 for ui < U2-

x = u^t

Fig. 2.7

x = ult\ yX = u2t
X P = 0 /

V vacuum /
Region/

UJ \ / vacuum ^
' state

0

Fig. 2.8
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Prom above, we distinguish the initial data (1.2) as follows:

(1) pip2 > 0, U\ = u2, vi = v2, (2) p\p2 > 0, Ui = u2, < v2,
(3) P1P2 > 0, Ui = u2, v1 > v2, (4) p1p2 > 0, Ui < u2, Vi < v2,

(5) P\P2 > 0, Ml < U2, VX > V2, (6) p\p2 > 0, Ui > U2, V! > V2,

(7) Pi = 0 < p2, (8) Pi> 0 = p2.
Other cases can be reduced to the above ones under the suitable transformations.

3. Riemann solutions to (1-1), (1-2). In this section we shall construct Riemann
solutions to (1.1), (1-2) according to the classification of the initial data in Subsection
2.4.

3.1. The case when p\p2 > 0, «i = U2 and V\ = v2. The Riemann solution to (1.1),
(1.2) is constructed as follows.

(i) There exist two contact discontinuities coming from infinity. One is parallel to the
?]-axis, denoted by J\2, and the other is parallel to the £-axis, denoted by J2\.

(ii) Ji2 and J2\ vanish at the point (ui,i;i) = (v2,v2). See Fig. 3.1.

^ 12

J21®

(1)

Fig. 3.1

3.2. The case when p\p2 > 0, U\ = u2 and vi < v2. The Riemann solution to (1.1),
(1.2) is constructed as follows.

(i) There exist two contact discontinuities (denoted by Jq2 and Jio respectively) com-
ing from infinity, both of which are parallel to the £-axis, since V\ < v2- At infinity, there
is one contact discontinuity parallel to the 77-axis, denoted by J12-

(ii) J12 and Jq2 keep straight until they meet at the point (u2,v2), and then a contact
discontinuity, denoted by J, is produced. J and Jio vanish at the point [u\, fi). See Fig.
3.2.

J12

® (2)
J

(1)

Fig. 3.2

'h)2

p = 0

^10
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3.3. The case p\p2 > 0, u\ = 112 and v\ > v%. The Riemann solution to (1.1), (1.2) is
32"2 + y/pT"l
\/7>2+\/ln

i = ul

easily constructed. See Fig. 3.3. Here a =

V
J12

^12
rj = a

(u(x,y,t),v(x,y,t)) =

Fig. 3.3

Now we give the expression of the Riemann solution on the Dirac-shock wave <$12- To
do this, we define

rOC rOC

(6,<p) = / dt p(x,t)ip(x,at,t) dx (3.1)
J 0 J u\t

for any 1p(x,y,t) £ C^(R2 x (0,00)), where p{x,t) is a smooth function in R x R+
yet to be determined below. It is easily seen that S is a bounded linear functional on
Cq°(R2 x R+) supported on the plane K = {(x, y, t) : u\t < x < 00, y = at, 0 < t < 00}.
We set

(u\,V2), x > uit, y > at, 0 < t < 00,

(ui,a), u\t < x < 00, y = at, 0 < t < 00, (3.2)

(ui,vi), otherwise,

p(x,y,t) = p(x,y,t) + X6, (3.3)

where A is a constant (called the strength of 6) to be determined below and p(x, y, t) is
piecewise constant in R2 x R+:

Jp2, x > uit, y > at, 0 < t < 00,
p{x,y,t) = l . (3.4)

otherwise.

Let f(x,y,z) be a smooth function in i?3. We set g(x,y,z) = yf(x,y,z), h(x,y,z) =
zf{x,y,z), and fi = f(pi,ui,vi), /2 = f{p2, U2, V2), etc. We first compute the following
integral which will be used later.

From (3.2), (3.4),

/ dt (f(p,u,v)(pt+g{p,u,v)ipx + h{p,u,v)<pv)dxdy
Jo J Jr2

roc ru\t roc roc roc rat

= dt dx (fitpt +gi(px + hiipy)dy + / dt dx (fi<pt + gifx
J 0 J — oc J — 00 J 0 J u\t J — 00

r 00 f 00 roc

+ h\tpy) dy + / dt dx (/2^t + g^ifix + h2<py) dy
Jo J u\t J ert

roc r 00

= / dt (<r(/2 - /1) 4- (hi - h2))<p(x, at, t)dx, (3.5)
J 0 Ju-\t
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since 5, = uifit i = 1,2.
By (3.1), we have that for any <p(x,y,t) £ Cq°(H2 x (0,00)),

/>CXj pOO

(6, ifx) = / dt p(x,t)ipx(x,at,t)dx
J 0 Jui

[OO ,oc ,OC dp (3-6)
/ p{u\t,t)ip(u\t, crt,t) dt — / dt —— (x, t)ip(x, at, t) dx

Jo Jo JUlt °x

and

(6, (fit + unpx + (Tifiy) = - I dt I [^(x,t)+ Ui^(x,t) ) ip{x,at,t)dx. (3.8)

(3.9)

pOC poo

(6,<pt + cr<Py) = / dt p(x, t)(<pt(x, at, t) + aipy(x, crt, t)) dx
J 0 Ju\t

[OO roc Q
= dt p(x, t) —-ip(x, at, t) dx

Jo J u\t Ot
fOO rcc ,00 gp

= tt 1 / p{u\t, t)ip(uit, at, t) dt — / dt —(x,t)ip(x,at,t)dx.
Jo Jo JUlt ot

(3.7)

Therefore, (3.6), (3.7) give

pOO

7J U\t

Combining (3.2)-(3.4), using Definition 1, we obtain

/ dt (pipt + pu<px + pvtpy) dx dy
Jo J Jr2

= dt (p(pt + pu<px + pvipy) dx dy + (AS, 1pt +uiipx+ atpy)
Jo J J R2

Taking f(p,u,v) = p in (3.5), we get

/ dt (ptpt + putpx + pvifiy) dxdy
Jo J Jr2

poo poo

= \Zpip2(v\ - v2) / dt ip(x, at, t) dx.
Jo J u\t

Hence, we deduce from (3.8)—(3.10) that

/ dt (pipt + puipx + pvipy) dx dy
Jo J Jr2

p OO p OO

— s/pipiivi - v2) / dt ip(x,at,t)dx
Jo Ju-it

, f°° /-00 /ap dp, A .
/ \^.+ui-Q^\x^t)\^{x^t^t)dx

= 0

(3.10)
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if we set A = y/pifoivi — v%) and

+ (3.11)

Solving (3.11), it follows that

p(x, t) = t + a(x — u\t),

where a(x) is any smooth function in R. Therefore, (1.7a) holds for the A and p(x,t)
chosen above. Similarly, one can verify that (1.7b) and (1.7c) also hold for the above A
and p{x,t). Finally, (1.8) is trivial. Thus, (p(x,y,t),u(x,y,t),v(x,y,t)) given by (3.2),
(3.3) are Riemann solutions to (1.1), (1-2).

3.4. The case when p\pi > 0, u\ < U2 and v\ < V2• The Riemann solution to (1.1),
(1.2) is depicted in Fig. 3.4.

p = 0

(2)
vacuum region

s ©

(1)

Fig. 3.4

3.5. The case when p\p2 > 0, u\ < U2 and v\ > vi- The Riemann solution to (1.1),
(1.2) is constructed as follows:

(i) at infinity, there exist two contact discontinuities parallel to the rj-axis, which are
denoted by Jio and J02, respectively. At the same time, there is a Dirac-shock wave,
denoted by Su, that comes from infinity and is parallel to the £-axis.

(ii) S12 and J02 meet at the point (u2,cr), a = (^fp2V2 + v/pit'i)/(v/P2 + y/pi), and
then a contact discontinuity, denoted by J, is produced.

(iii) J and Jio vanish at the point (wi,wi). See Fig. 3.5.
3.6. The case when p\p2 > 0, u\ > U2 and v\ > V2■ The Riemann solution to (1.1),

(1.2) is easily constructed. See Fig. 3.6. Here r = + s/p2'^2)/\\J~Px + \[P2) and
<y = iy/pivi + ^v2)/{y/pT + sfpi).

^10

® (!)

p = 0
vacuum
region

j

^02

(■u2,a)

612

Fig. 3.5
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l £ = T1

© ^2
r/ — a

Fig. 3.6

Similar to the case in Subsection 3.3, the Riemann solution (p(x,y,t),u(x,y,t),
v{x,y,t)) is given by

(u(x,y,t),v(x,y,t)) =

(u2,v2), x > rt, y > at, 0 < t < oo,

(r, a), x = rt, at < y < oo, 0 < t < oo, or

rt < x < oo, y = at, 0 < t < oo,

otherwise,

p{x, y, t) = p(x, y, t) + Ai<5i + A2<52,

where Ai = ^/pip2(ui — u2), A2 = — ̂ 2) and <5i> ̂2 are determined by

nOC /»oc

(6i>¥>) = / dt (t + a(y - at))ip(rt,y,t) dy,
JO J at

rOC noC

(62,^) = / dt (t + b(x — rt))ip(x,at,t) dx, <p(x,y,t) e C{f (R2 x R+).
J 0 Jrt

Here a(:r) and 6(x) are any smooth functions in R. So it is impossible to expect the
uniqueness of Riemann solutions to (1.1), (1.2) since p{x, y, t) is not determined uniquely.

3.7. The case when p\ = 0 < p2. The Riemann solution to (1.1), (1-2) can be con-
structed by perturbing the initial data. Let (ps(x, y, t),us{x, y, t), vs(x, y, t)) be a solution
to (1.1) with the initial data

(P6,u6,v6)\t=0 =
{p2,u2,v2), x>0,y>0,

(6,ui,vi), otherwise, S > 0.

We denote the weak-star limit in (Cgc(i?2 x i?+))' of (pg(x,y,t),us{x,y,t),vs(x,y,t))
by (p(x,y,t),u{x,y,t),v{x,y,t)). It is easily seen that (p(x,y,t),u(x,y,t),v{x,y,t)) is
the solution to (1.1), (1.2) with p\ = 0. From the structure of (pg(x,y,t),us(x,y,t),
vs(x,y,t)) obtained in Subsections 3.1-3.6, we get
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(a) Ui > u-2, V\ > vj. The solution to (1.1), (1.2) is depicted in Fig. 3.7(a).

V

■e ©

(2)

Fig. 3.7(a)

(b) Ui > U2, vi < V2- The solution (1.1), (1.2) is depicted in Fig. 3.7(b).

V

(2)
„ vacuum region

© \—.—-

(i)

Fig. 3.7(b)

(c) U\ < «2, v\ > V2- The solution (1.1), (1.2) is depicted in Fig. 3.7(c)

V

■S
(i)

yacuum,
region

© (2)

Fig. 3.7(c)

(d) u\ < U2, i>i < V2- The solution (1.1), (1.2) is depicted in Fig. 3.7(d).

V

(21
vacuum region

©

(1)

Fig. 3.7(d)

The Riemann solution to (1.1), (1.2) for the case p\ > 0 = P2 can be constructed
similarly. We omit the details.
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